
 

Art and DT:  Term 5 Week 4 

LO: To explore taking photographs from a variety of angles 

                                                                                     

When you look at a photograph what helps you decide whether you like it or not depends on how the photograph 

subject is framed. Sometimes this maybe taken from a distance or sometimes close up. This can often change what 

the object looks like and can capture some curious shapes making something appear more interesting.  

                                                                                                       

Task 1: 

Take a look at these close-up shots taken around school. Can you identify what the objects are? (The answers 

are at the bottom of the sheet try not to peek before you have an answer!) 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 2: 

a) Have a look around your house to find some objects you think might make an interesting photograph close 

up. Try taking several photographs of the same object from different angles such as above, from the side or 

below.  TIP: Try getting your device as close as possible to the object rather than zooming in on it from a 

distance. 

 

b) Choose your favourite shot to email to us (you might need to tell us what it is in your email as we might not 

be able to guess).  We will put some of them together to make an ‘Innovators Photography Quiz’ to go in the 

Newsletter so look out for any of your photos. 

 

Family Extension: 

You might want to try your other photographs out on your family. Can they find the objects you 

have taken the photographs of around your house? 

 

 

 Which photograph 

do you prefer? 



Answers to school photographs: 

 

We look forward to seeing some of your interesting photographs 
Best wishes, 

 

The PPA Team 

 

Please email to: 

6H              william.thwaites@bristol-schools.uk 

6Q               heather.whittard-jones@bristol-schools.uk 

5L                  jo.gough@bristol-schools.uk 

5A               helen.cockings@bristol-schools.uk 

1)Door key pad    2) Handrail   3) Chair   4) Jigsaw soft toy    5) Yr6 Coat peg     6) Dinner hall plate clean 


